The Blue Energy and Twelfth Portal

Ashtar Through Arthura
Good day dear people, here is Ashtar speaking about the Bleu Energy.
Blue Energy includes the energy
of the love of God, but also the WILL of God.
WHAT IS THE WILL OF GOD?
What God will to took place in His creation.
HIS WILL. What is His Will?
God is that which no man can rationally perceive and in which we are a part of , that part
we seek in somebody else. Every particle we are missing in ourselfs, is living in an other
person. And that missing part is a part of God. And also a part of Gods Will. That means
that all the missing particles in each person, are particles of Gods Will. Suppose you add
ALL THESE PARTICLES together, you will get the missing part of God to see. Is it not that
each missing particle in a person, is that part which you seek in the other person? Your
opposit part? Precisely so. A particle of everything is a part of God and therefore a particle
of God's will!

YOU'RE A PARTICLE OF GOD'S WILL

The Spark of God can be activate, because it's still asleep. Blue energy will go fertilize and
awaken this spark. This Blue energy has a connection with the 12th Portal. At 02/12/12
was the start of the 12th wave and on 12/12/12 it will be anchored. Than It can’t be undone.
The rehearsal began on September 20, 2012! Meanwhile, the gate is open and the passage
of the Bleu Energy is been made. This will cause the flow of the Blue energy to earth.The
12th Portal starts in the Central Sun and is now connected to the Earth. In the cristalcore of
the earth the anchored will take place, in Her zero point on 12/12/12. Many of you have felt
the influence of the Bleu energy, that entered into the earth this last weeks. If you haven't
felt it yet, it will be soon come to you.

The first ring of people who are in direct contact with the Blue energy, are the first that
receive this Bleu energy. Later on there will be a second ring of people touched by this Bleu
Energy and then a third and fourth etc.

Blue is the color of a special resonance, it will reach you through this specific tone. As a
total and complete orchestra it will scan your tone, which tone you are in? This is why the
first circle of humans are contacted with this Bleu Energy. The Bleu Energy resonance will
be connect with the person who can receive and respond to it. When you react at the
invitation of the Bleu energy, She will come to you. But when you can't here her yet, she
will come later through the humans that has already connected with Her. Through the
people of the first ring she come back to you in a softened way. By the people of the 2nd
ring Increasingly it is further mitigated by the circles that She first reached.They
continually spreads hereself. The tone becomes more subtle and softer, but that is needed
for the more distant circles.
In these past weeks, the first humans will received the Bleu Energy and it will connected
with Her. These humans can heal with this Bleu Energy. And will be the contact points for
Us Light Beings of the universe.
the Blue Energy comes in the purest form to the persons of the first ring, it is the strongest
hit. But be grateful to these people that they will accept this initation, they can now
neutralize this Bleu energy in a more earthly form for you. These individuals will work with
the Blue Energy. They are directly connected to this portal and access it when needed. The
Bleu Light come throughout the body where the tone does not correspond, it will turn the
energy that is not needed any more.There is no door that remains closed, for this bleu
vibration, those days are over. The Bleu Energy works throug everything. In the weaker
form it does work thoroughly.

First part: Abort the old energy
In its resilient form: a rapid direct conversion. The body is at once stripped of all
unnecessary and negative energy. Think of it as building blocks, all gray ones will resolved,
than this body is full of discomfort and pain, imbalance. The building blocks are missing
temporarily and give the wrong signals: confusion and pain, a broken spirit and a physical
body is disrupted. Missing links. Memories come over as a movie, but not completely
together but in parts: Beautiful and sad memories will past in a disorder.
Second part: Adding new energy
New Blue energy blocks are added: Sick, disoriented, tired, many emotions, crying and
anger. It takes a wile for the old and the new parts are connecting again. The head is busy
and full. Also at night. Short sleeps.
Third part: connect the old and the new energy
they put back together the parts and connect these new and old parts again. The energy is
connected again. Some emotions can come up, some confusion in the mind, but recovery is
near. How it works: The third phase, the recovery is quick. The first two stages are slow
and firm.
So God's Will you are, dear people of the earth. God's Will We are all together! We all are
Gods Will, together with the rest of the universe and the Source.Through the mind,
because all thoughts togetheter make things happen.
The Female Bleu Energy is as water in the sea, as water in a lake in the lap of oure Mother
Earth. Sometimes She lies like ice on the frozen polar caps. Evaporated above the water as
clouds. The human are mostley build of water, also the plants and the animals, almost
everything on earth contains water. The female part is flexible and variable and occurs
frequently. But the water needs the light of the sun in order to be seen. The Sun, the male
part which is fixed, let the water sparkle, let the human and plants grow. The Light is
needed to move the water in all its forms.Therefore, the water can not exist without the sun
and the sun not without the water.

But when they come together, when the sun breaks the light in the clouds and see a
beautiful rainbow is formed in beautiful colors. This is the connection of being one, this is a
sacred marraige of the man and female energy. In love being at one. A new dimension is
created, a new form between the sun and the water come forward: the rainbow.
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So the human will be in balance, so the earth will be restored. The woman and the man
coming together as one in order to progress in this evolution.The 12th portal of Golden
energy will lead the flow of the Blue energy to the earth.

Blue light is the connection between God and man
You think you are different On the Will of God. But that is not so, man has much more
influence than you people think. The impact is so great that it is frightening for you people.
You must know dear ones, that you have a great power. Especially if you are going to use it
in unity. As a group and join the forces.

What fears do youre governments have?
If you show a large clenched fist, thats the real fear of your gouvernments and rulers on
earth. Many little ones make one big beautiful energy of Light. You don't realize this
enough. But I tell you people of the earth, you will go to that point. In different parts of the
world you already see this happens ..the rulers on earth are afraid for this situation, so they
will cover this up in the media. Because if one sheep runs over the dam? Yes then there will
follow more. They will do everything to avoid this.

When humanity will realize this, it will change your world. But when you remain asleep it
will not happened. Living in peace is what everyone wants. But when you live as sheep in a
pen, that is not peace, it's tranquility by passive order. Imagine a massive gathering. This is

only possible now if it be requested from your local authorities.The Occupy movement is
not realy worked out. Dear people large demonstrations happened in the sixties? Why?
Governments have studied this very smart and if there is a small rebellion, they will put it
down through the media to influence your mind.
Large groups with one voice is more frightening than an army unit. Large crowds are
unpredictable. No, people of the earth you are not weak, you are strong, but you do not
realize this. Because you are living quietly in your houses and you are all isolated from
eachother.
Look at this ...
Take a moment to observe how powerful you are. We know that.
Your Goverments know that:
"Isolate the man, let them think they have nothing to do, give them the feeling that they are
powerless. And they will be passive and meek as a lamb.”
Compare this with water, a single drop evaporates, but a big flood is very powerful and
overthrow everything. The Blue Energy will be working like that... When people are
touched by this Blue Light, they are converted. They will stand up, not with the energy of
violence, but from a critical standpoint and they will no longer tolerate everything. The
sleepers WILL AWAKEN BY THE POWER OF the Bleu energy. At First man will be
purified. The bars of the prison will break away. The heart will be freed from this prison. If
the chains are removed, man will no longer sleep. the Blue Light will be as an energetic
alarm that goes off. The human beings awake from a state of hypnosis.
This is what happens these coming months. It will be very noticeable on the material plane.
Everything will get clear and visible. The twinkling Blue Light falls down like inviseble
raindrops. The Persons who are directly connected to the 12th Portal will immediately
deploy this Blue Light. These are Our contact points on earth.
GRID OF THE EARTH
the Blue Lightworkers on earth will lifted up the grid of the earth and also touched by the
Blue energy wave from the 12th portal. So flows the Blue Light into the earth, the Blue
Light points on earth regulate this Blue light and convert it. They are as generators of the
Blue Light that helps the grid constantly nourish and nurture. The Light lines of the earth
have lifted up, at first, by the high vibration of the fotonlights and now they can receive the
high frequentcy of the Blue Light. When the earth is touched by the universal Blue Light
this Blue Light will first interact on earth. To prepare the earth.This will transform the
entire earth. First, the grid of the earth will get "blue" and response at the contactpoints
and the 12th Portal. Then it will spreads out over the whole earth. From the cosmos
through the 12th Portal, and from the earth by human contact. The Inner Earth is also
getting ready to receive the Blue Light. This is a major event. They waited al long time for
this great oppertunity.

Then on 12/12/12, the core of the earth be achieved by the Blue energy and there will be
the anchoring. NINE DAYS, the energy influx to the crystalcore of the earth and then be
connected to the other planets. These planets will be aligned. It is magnetically
straightened for a given period of time.
About these last part I will continue next time.

This is it for now, dear friends

Namaste Ashtar
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